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Laser marking is demonstrated using a nanosecond (ns) pulse duration laser in combination with a
liquid crystal spatial light modulator to generate two-dimensional patterns directly onto thin films
and bulk metal surfaces. Previous demonstrations of laser marking with such devices have been
limited to low average power lasers. Application in the ns regime enables more complex, larger scale
marks to be generated with more widely available and industrially proven laser systems. The dynamic
nature of the device is utilized to improve mark quality by reducing the impact of the inherently
speckled intensity distribution across the generated image and reduce thermal effects in the marked
surface. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 110.1080, 140.3390, 350.3390, 350.3850.

1. Introduction

For many laser machining applications it is common
to use some form of beam shaping to modify the
typically Gaussian intensity distribution of the laser
to an intensity profile that is more appropriate for
the task. For example, refractive optics [1,2] may
be used to generate top hat intensity distributions,
which are better suited to drilling applications or
more complex profiles may be generated to mark pat-
terns on a surface either with diffractive elements or
masks [3–6]. Dynamic beam shaping elements offer
an advantage in terms of changing between shapes
rapidly to quickly mark or machine a series of fea-
tures across a surface or even to modify the beam
shape during a machining operation.

Deformable mirrors represent one approach to
dynamic beam shaping and have the advantage of
being a robust technology with a fast response rate
(up to ∼1kHz). These devices are well suited to some
applications [7,8]; however, they are generally lim-
ited in terms of the complexity of beam shaping that
they can provide, with commercially available items
typically using 37 (hexagonally close packed) active

elements. While some devices with higher numbers
of actuators are available (for example, in applica-
tions in astronomy [9]), they are prohibitively expen-
sive for laser machining applications.

In this work we present the application of a liquid
crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) as a variable
diffractive element to provide beam shaping as part
of an ns laser machining system. This is a liquid crys-
tal based device working in reflection and although
the response rate is slower (75Hz) compared to a
deformable mirror, the device provides a high-
resolution phase modification enabling arbitrary
beam shapes in the Fourier plane to be generated
and modified at will.

Digital micromirror devices represent a further
beam shaping technology, which, like liquid crystal
SLMs, have been developed for display applications.
Such devices consist of an array of tilting micromir-
rors, which in effect can turn elements of the illumi-
nation source on or off by reflecting light toward the
imaging optics or to a beam dump. Such devices have
been used for laser materials processing [10,11],
although they are not widely commercially available
as independent units.

Liquidcrystaldeviceshavebeenusedforanumberof
applications, including laser stereo-photolithography
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[12], programmable lenses and filters [13], optical
tweezers [14,15], and adaptive optics [16]. Laser
machining has also been demonstrated with similar
liquid crystal based devices in the femtosecond
[17,18] and picosecond [19] regimes where very high
peak powers but low average powers are typical,
and in the ns regime at relatively low average
powers [20,21]. Machining in the ns regime gener-
ally involves much higher average powers, which
enables higher processing rates with more reliable,
industrially proven laser systems. However, this is
challenging for a liquid crystal device, which be-
comes sensitive to high average powers. One poten-
tial solution to overcome power handling issues is to
address the SLM with a lower power laser beam
and add an optical amplifier stage after the device
to reach power levels sufficient for machining [22].
However, such a complex arrangement is only worth
consideration in the case that other simpler solu-
tions cannot be implemented to increase power
handling. In other work we have demonstrated
techniques to improve on the power handling cap-
ability of the device as well as other issues, such
as the inherent curvature of the device [23].

One undesirable feature typical of holograms gen-
erated with diffractive elements is the speckled
intensity distribution across the image, and here
the dynamic nature of the SLM opens up possibilities
to improve upon this. A number of techniques have
been applied to tackle this problem, particularly in
display applications [24,25] where ferroelectric de-
vices are generally used due to their faster response
rate. A particularly effective technique first pre-
sented by Golan and Shoham [26] is applied here
to improve the quality of laser-machined features.

2. Machining with SLM

The SLM used in this work is an LC-R 2500 from
Holoeye. This is a liquid crystal based device origin-
ally designed for display applications and, hence,
has a maximum frame rate of 75Hz (with a typical
response time of 16ms) and a resolution of 1024 ×
768 pixels in a dimension of 19:5 × 14:6mm. The
electronics have been fabricated onto a silicon chip,
which is coated with a reflective metallic layer giving
a fill factor of >93%. A twisted nematic liquid crystal
has then been applied to this. The exact materials
used are not disclosed by the manufacturer, but will
have been chosen to give good performance across
the visible spectrum. No dialectic layers have been
included to either enhance reflection of the reflective
layer or to minimize reflections from the glass sur-
face. In the off state, the poles of the liquid crystals
are aligned parallel to the plane of the display creat-
ing a birefringent optical medium. The alignment of
the crystals at the back plane of the display is at 45
deg with respect to those at the front, creating a twist
of the birefringent axis through the material. As a
voltage is applied across a pixel, the crystals are ro-
tated such that the birefringence of the device is re-
duced until all the crystals are aligned perpendicular

to the plane of the device and no birefringence is
perceived by normally incident light. Each pixel
may introduce a variable phase delay of between 0
and 2π rad to suitably polarized incident light in
the visible spectrum.

Based on the manufacturers’ recommendations,
the total average power handling capability is
approximately 3W for a 14mm diameter beam. In
other work we have demonstrated a power handling
capability of 14:7W limited by the laser output and
demonstrated techniques to reduce the effects of the
inherent curvature and flickering of the device [23].
The power handling was achieved by mounting the
device on a heat sink to reduce the buildup of heat
within the device, see Fig. 1. The same laser system,
a Spectra-Physics Inazuma, is used again here. This
is a frequency-doubled (532nm), diode-pumped
Nd:YVO4 system operated at 15kHz repetition rate
giving a pulse duration of approximately 60ns and
an average power of 12W. This gives the highest
possible peak intensity from this system, although
higher average powers are available at higher
repetition rates.

For laser machining, the SLM was incorporated
into a 6-f optical system as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
beam from the laser was expanded to approximately
14mmdiameter byone telescope (not shown in figure)
in order to fill the SLM. A wave plate aligned the
linear polarization state of the laser beam to maxi-
mize the phase modulation produced by the device.
A second telescope after the SLM was aligned to pro-
duce a 10mm collimated beammatched to the design
requirements of the scan head. At the intermediate
(2-f) focal point of this telescope the desired image
is generated, whereas at the back focal plane (4-f)
the intensity distribution in the beam reverts to a
spatial frequency distribution. The final lens in the
system is the flat-field lens of the scan head, and at
the focus of this lens (6-f) the final image is produced.
The scan head enables the image to be easily posi-
tioned or scanned across the workpiece.

Initial machining was carried out on thin alumi-
num films coated onto glass slides. Because of the re-
latively large scale of the images produced (∼500 μm
compared to ∼10 μm for a focused Gaussian beam),
dwell times of between one and a few hundred
milliseconds are required to achieve marks on the

Fig. 1. SLM and optical system to deliver image to workpiece.
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surface as a result of the low intensity. This equates
to a range of between 20 and a few thousand pulses
per mark, depending on the size and material.

Two well-known limitations of diffraction holo-
grams of this type are the prominence of the zero dif-
fraction order and the speckled intensity distribution
across the image. The simplest way to avoid the ef-
fects of the zero diffraction order is to produce the dif-
fraction pattern slightly off axis, and the zero order
may then be removed by spatial filtering if required.
Alternatively, other techniques exist to minimize the
impact of the zero order light, for example, by caus-
ing it to diverge such that it gives only background
illumination in the image plane either by including
a physical diverging lens in the system [19], or by cal-
culating a kinoform (or hologram phase map) that
achieves the same result [27]. Calculating a kinoform
to give destructive interference has also been demon-
strated as a solution [28]. To minimize the effects of
the speckled intensity distribution, the dynamic nat-
ure of the device in combination with the relatively
long dwell time required for machining enables the
simple application of a technique to reduce the
speckle contrast, as discussed below.

3. Speckle Reduction Techniques

An inherent problem with phase-only holograms,
such as those produced using spatial light modula-
tors, is the speckled intensity distribution of the
image. This is a result of interference between the
overlapping point spread function of adjacent spots
in the image plane. The randomness of the phase in
the region between points causes random variations
in intensity perceived as speckle noise. A standard
approach to reduce speckle contrast is to modulate
the speckle pattern in some way and time-average
the image. This approach is used in laser projectors
in which multiple images with identical amplitudes
but independent phase are displayed within a single
video frame. These images are displayed at a rate
faster than the response time of the eye so the per-
ception is of a single image with reduced speckle
contrast. Further improvements can be made using
some kind of mechanical modulation within the sys-
tem, such as a moving diffuser [24]. Such techniques
can be easily applied to ns laser machining provided
that multiple pulses are used, as is typically the case.

One approach to achieve identical images with
varying phase is to use random and statistically inde-
pendent phase distributions when calculating the
kinoform [25]. By combining a number, N, of images
each with different phase but identical amplitude, a
reduction in the speckle contrast of 1=

p
N will be

achieved [29]. A less computationally intensive ap-
proach is to calculate a single kinoform and then pro-
duce a series of copies that are cyclically shifted in the
horizontal and/or vertical planes as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Shifting the kinoform in this way does not af-
fect the amplitude distribution of the image but does
vary the speckle distribution. These shiftsmaybeper-
formed randomly and, in such a case if, for example,

16 patterns are combined, a reduction in the speckle
contrast of 1=4 is expected in the resultant image.
However, it can be shown mathematically [26] that a
deterministic choice of shift distance will meet the
requirement that the summation of interference pat-
terns cancel exactly. In practice this requires a series
of periodic shifts in orthogonal planes and in principle
this approach can completely eliminate the effect of
speckle noise in the combined image.

The shifted kinoform approach is simple and effec-
tive to implement, and we have implemented this
first with randomly selected shift distances and a
second time with deterministically selected shift
distances. The selection of kinoforms for the determi-
nistic approach [26] is as follows. For a kinoformwith
M ×M pixels the number of shift periods, c must be
selected where c is an integer ≤M. The original kino-
form is then shifted along one axis by a distanceM=c
pixels to generate a new kinoform. This is repeated to
give c distinct kinoforms. Each of these kinoforms are
then shifted by M=c pixels in the orthogonal axis to
give c2 kinoforms in total. For the results shown in
the following section, M ¼ 256 and c ¼ 4, hence, 16
images are required to implement the determinis-
tic-shift approach in this instance. To provide a com-
parison the same technique is applied separately for
16 randomly chosen shift distances.

Camera images of the beam profile at focus shown
in Fig. 3 illustrate the effectiveness of this technique;
the pattern generated here is off axis and the zero

Fig. 2. Demonstration of a periodic kinoform shift for a periodi-
city c ¼ 4. The phase map is shifted by one period in the horizontal
axis and two in the vertical axis. The circle tracks a single
feature.

Fig. 3. Images of holograms formed at the end of a 6-f optical
system taken using a CCD camera. A, result for the original
calculated kinoform. B, 16 images taken for randomly shifted
kinoforms, combined and normalized in software. C, 16 images
taken for periodically shifted kinoforms, combined and normalized
in software.
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diffraction order is blocked off. It should also be noted
that the starting image used to calculate the phase
pattern consisted of 50 × 50 pixels as a small final im-
age size was desired. Consequently, the pixelation is
apparent in the holograms. Figure 3A shows the im-
age generated from the original calculated phase pat-
tern, which is highly speckled in nature. Figures 3B
and 3C are combined images generated from ran-
domly and periodically shifted phase patterns, re-
spectively. Although pixelation is still apparent,
the speckle contrast is reduced significantly. Figure 4
shows the distribution of intensity values within
a section of each image, normalized to a maximum
pixel value of 255. The dotted curve in Fig. 4 shows
the case where each pixel element within the holo-
gram image has been adjusted to the same peak
intensity representing the best case intensity distri-
bution with zero speckle contrast but with a pixe-
lated image. The dashed curve illustrates the ideal
case where the speckle contrast is zero and there
is no pixelation. Pixelation in the reproduced image
corresponds directly to the pixels in the initially de-
fined image used to calculate the phase profile. The
randomly shifted phase approach gives a significant
improvement in uniformity in the reproduced image
compared to the single image produced from a single
phase profile, and the periodically shifted phase
approach gives further improvement.

4. Results

A. Laser Marking Results

Experiments were carried out with the laser operat-
ing at full power and at a repetition rate of 15kHz in
order to maximize the intensity available at the
workpiece. Marks were made using varying dwell
times at fixed locations on the surface to achieve the
best possible results. There was no relative motion
between the laser focus and the workpiece during the
marking process. The average optical power incident
on the SLM was approximately 12W; however, only

∼3:5W was delivered to the image on the workpiece.
This includes losses due to the diffraction efficiency
of the device with the specific addressed pattern as
well as other losses in the optical system, including
reflection losses from optical components and the
reflectivity of the SLM.

Figure 5 shows an initial attempt at marking using
the SLM. Figure 5A shows the image used as a start-
ing point to calculate a single kinoform to display on
the SLM. Figure 5B shows the result of marking this
pattern on a thin aluminum film coated on glass,
using nine exposures of 100ms each. The dark areas
in the image are where the film has been removed
exposing the dark (unlit) glass underneath. The
mark caused by the zero diffraction order is promi-
nent in the center of the image.

In Fig. 6, the same star pattern has been marked;
however, this time the pattern is off axis to disassoci-
ate it from the zero order. While in each case a mark
was left on the surface by the zero order, similar to
that seen in Fig. 5, this mark is separate from the
image (and not seen in the figure). Each image in
Fig. 6 was marked by 16 exposures of 200ms each.
However, the kinoforms used vary in each case.
In Fig. 6A, a single kinoform was used and, conse-
quently, the image is highly speckled. For the results
shown in Fig. 6B, the original kinoform was taken
and shifted randomly 16 times as described in the
previous section to modulate the speckle profile.
Each of these patterns was marked once and the

Fig. 4. Plot of normalized intensity values taken from each image
shown in Fig. 3. Plots are also shown for the ideal case and for the
case where the image is still pixelated but each pixel is of uniform
intensity.

Fig. 5. A, star pattern used to derive kinoform for hologram.
B, star pattern marked on thin layer of aluminum coated on glass.
A kinoform was marked nine times with 100ms exposure.

Fig. 6. Marks on a thin layer of aluminum coated on glass created
using an SLM to produce an off-axis image. A, single kinoform
marked 16 times with 200ms exposure. B, 16 randomly shifted
kinoforms marked for 200ms each. C, 16 periodically shifted
kinoforms marked for 200ms each.
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combined result shows a significantly reduced
speckle contrast and a clearer image. The same ap-
proach was taken to produce Fig. 6C. However, this
time the shifts were periodic, producing some further
improvement in the speckle contrast.

Slightly more complex patterns are demonstrated
in Fig. 7. Figure 7A shows a 10 × 10 data matrix
pattern representing the letter “A”, again marked
on a layer of aluminum coated on glass. Sixteen per-
iodically shifted kinoforms were used to make up the
image, each marked for 10ms. For this image, 5 × 5
pixels were used for each element in the matrix, the
minimum number of pixels that can be used while
maintaining a reasonable quality reconstruction.
Figure 7B shows a similar pattern marked in photo-
resist. In this case 16 periodically shifted kinoforms
were marked for 300ms each to make up the image.
A mark from the zero order is apparent in the bottom
right corner. A larger area pattern is feasible as the
photoresist is more easily removed by the laser due
to its characteristic material properties, specifically,
increased optical absorption and lower melting/
vaporization points and lower thermal mass. The
metal underneath the pattern is unaffected by the
process due to its higher machining threshold.

In terms of quality, both marks in Fig. 7 are clearly
defined with sharp edges. Some pixilation is appar-
ent in Fig. 7A as well as a fading of the mark toward
the top of the shape. This is a result of the slightly
nonuniform intensity gradient in the diffraction
image used for marking. Because of the high optical
intensity required to machine a metal combined with
a high thermal conductivity, it is necessary to strike a
balance between over marking the lower portion of
the image and under marking the top. In Fig. 7B the
larger scale image in photoresist does not show this
gradient. Because of the lower machining threshold
and larger scale, machining can continue until all of
the resist is removed in the desired regions without
causing noticeable thermal damage at the edges of
the mark.

B. Reduced Mark Size

Clearly machining photoresists and metal films has
a limited number of useful applications, whereas, the
ability to machine bulk materials would open up a
wider range of applications. Thin films are relatively
easy to machine due to their low thermal mass. In
the ns regime material is removed by a combination
of evaporation and melting. Because of the intensity
available to mark the relatively wide area patterns
shown in this work the machining processes pre-
sented here tend toward a thermal melting process
rather than ablation. When machining bulk materi-
als, the greater thermal mass in the component
results in heat being conducted away from the mark
during the machining process, thus, making the
process less efficient. The best way to overcome this
problem is to increase the laser intensity, and as we
are already working at the maximum available
power this means making the shape smaller.

To achieve this, the final lens of the system was
replaced with initially a 50mm focal length singlet
lens and subsequently a 30mm focal length doublet.
As the focal length becomes shorter in relation to the
beam diameter, the use of a doublet lens is required
to minimize aberrations in the image. Figure 8A
shows amark of 370 μmwidth made using the 50mm
lens on stainless steel. The surface was polished
mechanically using silicon carbide polishing papers
down to 4000 grit before the mark was generated
and some lines are apparent from this polishing.
Although the data matrix mark is readable, it is
apparent that the individual squares are starting
to blur together, resulting from the thermal nature
of the process and the spread of heat over the rela-
tively longmarking times. Figure 8B shows a smaller
scale mark of 200 μm width, also on polished stain-
less steel, made using the 30mm doublet lens. To

Fig. 7. (Color online) A, data matrix pattern representing char-
acter “A” marked on thin layer of aluminum coated on glass. 16
periodically shifted kinoforms were marked for 10ms each. B, data
matrix marked in photoresist using 16 periodically shifted
kinoforms marked for 300ms each. The stainless steel substrate
is untouched by the machining process.

Fig. 8. Data matrix representing the letters “AOP” marked
on stainless steel. A, using a 50mm single element lens and 16
periodically shifted kinoforms marked for 100ms each. B, using
a 30mm doublet lens four overlapping patterns are marked using
a total of 36 periodically shifted kinoforms each marked for 1:7ms.
C, four separate patterns used to build up the mark shown in B.
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minimize the thermal spread, this mark was built up
from four different patterns shown in Fig. 8C. With
the exception of the bracket, the code was split up
such that no two squares were marked adjacent to
each other at the same time. In this instance the
shape was divided up manually; however, this could
conceivably be achieved using a computer algorithm.
The disadvantage is an increase in computation time
to split the shape and produce three phase profiles
instead of one (the phase profile required to generate
the bracket being standard for each code). The peri-
odicity of the speckle reduction process was reduced
from four to three to reduce the number of different
phase patterns used to nine for each frame. In total,
36 different frames were marked, but for only 1:7ms
each. By reducing the area marked both by reducing
the image size and by splitting the shape into parts
that are marked separately, the laser intensity on the
surface during marking is increased significantly en-
abling a reduction in machining time from 100ms
per phase pattern to 1:7ms. Taking the thermal
diffusivity of stainless steel as 4:2 × 10−6 m2=s, an es-
timate of the thermal diffusion length over the mark-
ing time can be made of ∼20 μm in Fig. 8A compared
to just 3 μm in Fig. 8B. These numbers appear
broadly consistent with the extent of the heat-
affected region in each image. Reducing the size of
the mark further would result in increased intensity
and, therefore, reduced marking time and reduced
extent of the heat-affected zone.

The shape in Fig. 8B is clearly defined, although
the edges are not perfectly sharp. The pattern is
easily decoded using appropriate readily available
software. This demonstrates that the mark is fit for
purpose as a discrete tracking mark that may be
applied to a variety of items.

With the goal of achieving the smallest mark
possible there are two primary limitations. First,
the ability of the optical system to generate an image
of sufficient resolution and uniformity, and second,
the requirement for sufficient optical intensity to
mark the surface without thermal effects in the
material degrading the mark quality. In practice,
the limiting factor on the size of the image is the
numerical aperture (NA) of the final lens. Clearly,
a shorter focal length will give a smaller image. How-
ever, if the lens diameter is too small, then informa-
tion is lost and the reconstructed image deteriorates.
The 30f doublet used here had an NA of 0:423 rad,
which represents the optimum for commercially
available off-the-shelf components. For a given image
size the mark quality may be improved by reducing
the machining time in order to reduce the heat-
affected zone around the mark. This may be achieved
by increasing the laser intensity, which would re-
quire changing to a higher power and/or shorter
pulse length laser system, adding significantly to
cost, or improving the efficiency of the optical system,
the least efficient component being the SLM itself.
Clearly, reducing the mark area also increases the
intensity and can reduce thermal effects.

Because of the limitations in intensity, the mach-
ining results that are possible with the SLM are
limited to small-scale (submillimeter) marks in bulk
metal surfaces or slightly larger marks in more
easily machined materials, such as photoresists.
Discrete small-scale marks are of value as a means
to provide traceability of high-value items and this is
one possible area in which the SLM could offer an
advantage, enabling distinct codes to be generated
rapidly. Alternatively, the device could be useful in
developing a process that requires a fixed diffractive
optic, enabling quick realization of iterations in a de-
sign process. In conjunction with a scan head system
the SLM could be applied to surface structuring or
patterning. One application of such an approach
would be the direct writing of etching masks in
photoresist, thus avoiding the developing stage.

5. Summary

A spatial light modulator has been used in conjunc-
tion with a high repetition rate ns laser operating at
12W average power and applied to marking applica-
tions on thin films and bulk metal surfaces. The
speckled intensity distribution across the image gen-
erated by the device limits the quality of the marking
result that may be achieved. However, this has been
overcome by applying a periodic technique to create a
series of modified kinoforms. The summation of the
resultant images gives a result with a close to uni-
form intensity distribution, which can be realized
on a workpiece by sequentially marking with each
kinoform and can be achieved in a short time period.
This technique dramatically improves the quality of
marks produced compared to marking with a single
kinoform. Further improvements in the marking
quality have been demonstrated for data matrix
marks at small scales by using the dynamic nature
of the device to mark groups of nonadjacent elements
sequentially, thus minimizing the spread of heat
between adjacent elements that would otherwise
reduce the resolution of the mark.

Machining of thin metal films and photoresist has
been demonstrated at scales of around 1mm and
could potentially be used for generating small-scale
structures and direct writing of etching masks.
Small-scale structures are also feasible with feature
sizes around 20 μm, which could, for example, pro-
vide traceability of high-value parts for which small
marking dimensions are often an advantage.

This work was funded through the Heriot-Watt
Innovative Manufacturing Research Centre (IMRC)
(EP/F02553X) with industrial support and funding
from Renishaw plc.
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